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Cookie Spirit Nails - English

Cookie Spirit Nails
Learn your cookies with some spirit building glamour and fun!

A glamorous way to learn about cookies!

Girls learn the cookie varieties, with a manicure that will help them recall and 
share with customers their full product line.  Thumbs-up for a little Girl Scout spirit too!

Table Set-up:  
 �   Either set-up tables as four different stations, or in one long “assembly line” row
 �   Cover tables with disposable plastic table coverings to protect tables.
 �   If using stations, place 2 or 3 chairs on both sides of each table (one side for volunteers, 
         and one side for girls).  For assembly line method, set chairs for volunteers only.
 �   Place a grouping of cookie boxes on display at each station, OR place individual 
        cookie boxes near each respective polish color at assembly line  stations, 
        Use them to teach girls the cookie box color that corresponds  to the 
        nail polish color being painted on each nail. 
        If space is limited, display the sign
        included below, which 
        shows a photo of the 
        cookie boxes. 

This colorful manicure is a great visual reminder of each 
cookie variety along with its corresponding cookie box color.  
With cookie colors painted on each girl’s nails, girls will be 
sure to remember their cookie varieties, building confidence 
as they talk about their products and then ask for the order.  
Be sure to place the corresponding cookie box next to each 
nail color at the nail painting table. 

Supplies  
 �   Nail polish in each cookie color (green, blue, purple, orange, red, yellow, turquoise, and cranberry).
NOTE:  You will need about 4 sets of polish for 200 girls.  (Add a set for every additional 50 girls).
 �   Nail polish in Girl Scout colors (white and green).  8 sets for 200 girls.  (For the Girl Scout green, consider 
purchasing a narrow tube of green polish that comes with a nail art brush, or buy regular green polish and make 
your own tool)
 �   A couple 4 x 6 index cards or disposable water bottle caps to hold a dollop of nail polish at the trefoil station. 
 �   Nail polish remover
 �   Cotton rounds and cotton swabs
 �   Either four 8 ft tables, OR five 6 ft tables
 �   10 chairs
 �   Disposable plastic table covers
 �   Dotting tool, and nail art brush or nail decorator - 

TIP:  Be sure to test the 
polish colors you purchase 

on your nails, prior to the 
event, to make sure they 
will produce a good coat, 

without the need for 
multiple layers.

This activity can 
be self-service OR 

volunteer staffed, 
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1.   Polish remover and cotton. Check nails for old polish
        and remove if present.
2.  White polish.  Paint both thumb nails white.
3.   Purple polish, Samoas box.  Paint left pointer finger nail purple.
4.  Orange polish, Do-si-dos box. Paint left middle finger nail orange.
5.   Cranberry polish, Thank U Berry Munch box. Paint left 
         ring finger nail cranberry. 
6.   Green polish, Thin Mint box.  Paint left pinky finger nail green.

How to paint a trefoil on a nail:  

7.    Blue polish, Trefoils box.  Paint right pointer finger nail blue.
8.   Yellow polish, Savannah Smiles box. Paint right middle finger 
nail yellow.
9.   Red polish, Tagalongs box. Paint right ring finger nail red.  
10. Turquoise polish, Dulce de Leche box. Paint right pinky finger 
nail turquoise.
 11.  Green polish, dotter tool, nail decorator tool, index card or 
bottle cap.  Paint a trefoil on each white thumbnail, which should 
be dry by now, since the white was applied at the first station. 

Place a dollop of green polish on an index 
card or inside a disposable water bottle cap.

Dip the dotter in the dollop of polish. Touch the dotter to the nail to make 
the first circle on the white nail.

Dip the dotter in the polish again, 
and then make a second circle.

Dip the dotter in the polish again, 
and then make a third circle.

Dip the tip of the nail decorator in 
the polish and use it to form the 

bottom point of the trefoil.

Assembly Line Station Set-up and Instructions:  
For assembly line set-up, girls travel down the row of tables, in a single line, stopping at each station to have another nail 
painted.  As they stop at each station, be sure to call attention to the cookie variety on display, including the cookie’s descrip-
tion and box color. Paint girls’ thumb nails white at the first station, and then at the last station, once dry, paint a Girl Scout green 
trefoil shape on top of the white thumb nails.  In between the first and last stations, paint the other nails with cookie box colors. 

TIP:  Smaller, well staffed events will 
enjoy the unique touch of painting 

the Trefoils.   For larger events, or to 
simplify when time is limited, a solid 

coat of Girl Scout green can be 
substituted.

Table Station Instructions (staffed or self service):  
For table station method, girls should select one table to visit, where they will 
have all ten nails painted in a single stop.  These stations can be staffed by a 
volunteer, who does the painting, or they can be “self-service” where girls and 
their chaperones can paint their own nails.  Be sure to call attention to the 
cookie boxes on display, so girls can review the cookie’s description and box 
color, as that nail‘s color is painted.  If you do not have enough space to place 
actual cookie boxes on display, use the sign below, 
instead, which includes cookie box pictures.  
If you are painting the Trefoils on the thumbnails, 
you may want to have volunteer at each station 
responsible for the Trefoil painting only.  
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Rally Tips:
1.  Enlist nail professionals from a local salon or students from a cosmetology school as volunteers to paint girls’ nails.
2.  OR enlist a group or troop of teen volunteers.  
3.  Assign one color per volunteer so that girls can move down the line, having one nail painted at each stop.  
4.  Paint the thumb nails first, followed by the cookie colors, and then have a nail professional (or talented teen) at the 
last stop, paint the green trefoils on the white thumb nails.
5.  Give girls a chance to show their Girl Scout Cookie spirit!  At Rally Wrap-up start a group Cookie Spirit Cheer such as:  
“Girl Scout!” (thumbs up), “Cookies!” (wave cookie colored fingers). Have different sections of the room compete.
6.  If you are a Super Six council, paint the three middle fingers on each hand with cookie colors, paint the thumb nails 
white with a green trefoil, and paint the pinky finger nails Girl Scout green.
7.  You may want to include a section on the rally permission slip allowing parents to check whether the girls have 
permission to participate in this activity.

Thumbs -Up 
(to show your Girl 
Scout spirit with the 
Girl Scout Trefoils 
painted on each 
thumb nail)

Rally Wrap-Up 
Group Cookie Spirit Cheer

Finger Wave
(Wave all ten fingers 
to celebrate all the 
tasty Girl Scout 
Cookie varieties)

How to make your own dotting tool and nail art decorating tool:  
 �  Dotting tools can be made from either a straight pin with a round head, inserted into the eraser of a pencil OR 
from a bobby pin (unfold, and use the plastic covered end of the bobby pin to make dots).  
 �  If you use a mechanical pencil, you can put the pin in the eraser, and then remove the lead from the writing end 
and use it as a decorating tool.  (See example below).  This two ended tool can be used to paint a trefoil.
 �  Decorating tools can also be made from tooth picks, or from a ball point pen tip (one that is out of ink).

A.

B.

C.

D.

Mechanical Pencil

Straight pin with round head

Dotting tool complete

Insert pin 
into eraser

Remove lead 
from pencil.

Decorator tool 
complete.



Cookie Spirit 
Nail Painting Station

Show your Girl Scout spirit while you learn your 
cookie varieties as you make your way through 

this colorful nail painting activity.


